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Chapter II 

Review of Related Literature 

 In this chapter, the researcher provides and covers the theories relate with 

the basic of discussion. This aims to obtain more understanding about the topic 

which presented in this research study. This discussion contains about the theories 

of study which focus on the implementation among self assessment, peer 

assessment, and instructor assessment in writing course.  

2.1 Assessment 

2.1.1 Self Assessment  

 Andrade, Du and Mycek (2010) pointed out that self assessment is 

formative assessment progress that students done toward the quality of their work. 

It means that students in self assessment have to judge their work itself. In the view 

of formative, self assessment state as “student evaluations”, on the other hand, by 

the view of summative, self assessment state as “student grading” (Esfandiari and 

Myford, 2013). Alias, Masek and Salleh (2015) added to obtain the beneficial of 

assessment, the students have to know the assessment criteria and process, 

moreover, when they are asked to give feedback to their peers. In addition, 

assessment as the important factor in order to provide a meaningful feedback and 

drive the learning process. 

 Self assessment also provides the possible advantages. Blue (1994) 

mentioned that self assessment can build up student`s confidence, boost up 

student`s effort, and facilitate student’ awareness in the distinction of performance 
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and competence. Moreover, self assessment can support and promote learning 

process, help the students in establishing learning goals, and facilitate need analysis 

(Oscarson 1989 cited in Esfandiari and Myford 2013). 

 Despite the advantages, self assessment also has the disadvantages. Some 

of students tend to overestmate their capability and performance, thus can make 

their score grater (Linblom-Ylanne, 2006). According to Evans, Mckenna and 

Oliver (2014) there are three reasons that caused self assessment is greater than 

teacher 1) They will not understand what is expected if the students have not been 

involved in making assessment tool. 2) they may do a manipulating score. 3) they 

may assess their product based on their opinion but different with the fact. Leach 

(2012) added that self assessment will not fair if the students do not receive well 

trained. The last, The students will give highest score toward their work, they 

believe that they have conscripted a great effort to done this work and they think 

that they have done a hard work. In addition, they believe their work is appropriate 

with the criteria (Kirby and Downs, 2007). 

2.1.2 Peer Assessment 

 van Gennip, Segers and Tillema (2009) state peer assessment is a way of 

evaluation where the students give their peers appraisal both in process and 

outcomes, and implementation of peer assessment vary in large extent. Supported 

by Topping (2009) also stated that Peer-assessment as a reference for the students 

to decide, consider, and classify quality, value, and degree or level of a product or 

the performance of their equal level students. 
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 Peer assessment has the advantages such (Davies, 2002) stated peer 

assessment will be the beneficial for students, such as engaging students in learning 

process and boost their responsibility in assessment process. Kilic (2016) 

mentioned that peer assessment has the advantages to students` professional life, it 

encourages important skill such as autonomy when they are in real life, judement, 

and their responsibility. He also added that peer assessment can help students find 

a chance to deeper thinking through the given feedback. In addition, Jung (2016) 

also pointed out that peer assessment may help students to recognize their mistaken 

in writing, and in this regard, they thought grammatical accuracy become the 

difficult one, so that, peer assessment may monitor their work, develope their 

writing skill and evaluate each other.  

 Just like self assessment, peer assessment also has the disadvantages 

(Esfandiari and Myford, 2013). Because peer assessment is done by the students, it 

spends much time and will be workload for students and teacher. The sufficient 

time is important for training, preparing and etc beacuse the students are the first 

user (Topping, 2009). In addition Vu and Dall’Alba (2007) stated peer assessor will 

feel uncomfortable when he or she assesses their classmates because they are 

worrying they will hurt theri friend, moreover there will be friction. Because the 

students are the first user, it may causes unrealistic award that student give for 

assessment, and the last disadvantage, ethical problem that faced students. Some of 

students will appraise their peers by dealing with different background and 

achievement. And the result, there will be a friction between each others, also they 

hurt one each other. 
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2.1.3 Instructor Assessment 

 Instructor assessment or Teacher assessment is a method in which to 

determine students` level of their skill and knowledge in educational aspect and 

teacher assessment becomes the tool to determine students` achievement level and 

the goals for the students. Teacher assessment becomes an approach that most used 

in assessment (Chang, Tseng and Lou, 2012). Assessment as an important factor 

for student achievement and assessment as function for student motivation in 

learning process, also valuable feedback for them (Alias, Masek and Salleh, 2015). 

Therefore, teacher assessment have reliability and validity than self assessment in 

general (Lin, Liu, Yuan 2001 cited in Chang, Tseng and Lou, 2012) 

 The consistency between self-,peer-, and teacher assessment have been 

reported in these several studies (Sung et al., 2005; Sadler and Good, 2006). 

Moreover,  the studies found the result that there is consistency among self-, peer-, 

and teacher assessment (Sung et al., 2005; Sadler and Good, 2006; Bouzidi and 

Jaillet, 2009). On the other hand, the different finding from Chen (2010), he pointed 

out that between teacher and peer assessment were inconsistent. These differences 

may come caused by assessment procedure, the levels of students, and assessment 

rubric that used. 

2.2 Writing 

 In teaching english language, there are four skills which taught, such as 

Reading, Listening, Speaking, and Writing. This current study will focus on writing 

course. In the process of writing, the students will feel the reflection when they have 
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a plan in writing, doing review, evaluate and making a revision in conscious 

(Sharples, 1999 cited in Yang, 2010). In addition, the students need more time and 

energy on cognitive activity such like planning, information retrieval, and in writing 

the students will not face communicative pressure to produce utterance (Grabowski, 

1996 cited in Weigle, 2002). He also added that the writers have to contruct their 

writing coherently, interest, and the goal.  

 Assessment of writing has been growing in the term of education. This 

assessment is done by student itself, their peer or even their teacher (Chang, Tseng 

and Lou, 2012; Esfandiari and Myford, 2013; Alias, Masek and Salleh, 2015). The 

implementation of self assessment in writing can make student produce an effective 

product of writing. It may caused they have read a model, generate the criteria, and 

used scoring rubric (Andrade, Du and Mycek, 2010).  

 Jung (2016) pointed out that approach in writing there are four assessment 

approach, such as the free assessment approach for self assessment, the controlled 

assessment approach for peer or group assessment, the guided assessment approach 

for teacher or instructor assessment, and the integrated assessment approach for 

peer or instructor assessment.  

 

 

 


